
Fomapan 200
Foma Fomapan 200 Film is a medium speed B&W film that 
comes in 35mm roll, 120 roll, and various sheet sizes, &  
unusually has an ISO 200 rating, not a nominal speed offered 
by other film manufacturers. 
It is a panchromatic black and white negative film, speed ISO 
200. It could be considered to be Foma’s secret weapon, being 
the first of their new generation using tabular grain silver halide 
crystals, for a combination of finest grain with impressive speed.

Creative - extra speed

Roll film
Fomapan 200 120 roll film

Sheet films
Fomapan 200 5 x 4” 50 sheets
Fomapan 200 5 x 7” 50 sheets
Fomapan 200 10 x 8” 50 sheets

Fomapan sheet film in all speeds is incredibly 
good value for money, & supplied in boxes 
of 50 sheets at around other manufacturers 
price for a pack of 25.

35 mm films
Fomapan 200 135-24
Fomapan 200 135-36
Fomapan 200 17 metre bulk length
Fomapan 200 30 metre bulk length
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Fomapan 200 35mm
Top - full frame
Left - negative + rebate
Above - negative detail

Film processed in Rodinal R09 at 1+25

For fine grain with good shadow detail you might actually want 
to give Fomapan 100 a miss, & go straight to Fomapan 200, 
bearing in mind the quality benefits of this film. The film features 
excellent resolving power and low granularity and is intended 
for use under normal or slightly unfavourable light conditions. Its 
wide exposure latitude allows exposures in the speed range from 
ISO 100 to 800 without altering development times.
The film is available in roll film 120, sheet films, perforated 35 
mm films including bulk rolls.



Fomapan 200 spectral sensitivity example using Kodak chart

“Everything I’ve ever shot with this film has a kind of vintage photojour-
nalistic look to it, a look that was a big part of the images that made me 
fall in love with photography.
It’s tough to quantify this, but the quality of images made with Fomapan 
Creative 200 remind me of those made by one of my favorite photo-
journalists, Josef Koudelka, who shot many famous photos of the 1968 
Prague Spring. Could his camera (an Exacta, I believe) have been 
loaded with Czech-made cinema film cut from the ends of exposed mov-
ie reels? Who can say. But I see a lot of the same spirit being carried 
through in this film, and that’s a look I’ve long been searching for, and a 
look that I’ve been unable to find from any film from any manufacturer. 
That is, until now. Fomapan, I applaud you.”

Josh Soloman - Casual Photofile
https://www.casualphotophile.com/2016/04/02/fomapan-creative-200-film-profile/
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